
Elegant SS 591 

Chapter 591: Three thousand people were injured in one palm! 

"What's the way to survive?" 

 

"Let him kneel down and kowtow to the six consortiums. I think the six consortiums look at my face and 

can spare him today. But it's only today. After today, I won't be able to control it. I will fight for him for a 

day. Chance of survival." 

 

Mo Ziqiu's tone was solemn, as if a great kind person was giving alms, then looked at Hua Yangshu and 

others, and asked, "I don't know how many people can give me this face?" 

 

The six Huayang Shu looked at each other. 

 

They couldn't be the master, they all looked at Gu Tao. 

 

In fact, Gu Tao was very reluctant, but the energy of the Mo family was not small. To give Mo Ziqiu a 

face and make good friends with the Mo family would have a great effect on him in controlling the 

Qingzhou business community in the future. 

 

You can even find opportunities for the Mo family to follow the ancient royal family, so that if the Sky 

Group takes the initiative, it will be easier to control the Qingzhou business community. 

 

Thinking of this, Gu Tao smiled and said, "Since Mo Shao speaks, he naturally wants to save face." 

 

"good!" 

 

Mo Ziqiu also guessed in his heart that Gu Tao's status was extraordinary, otherwise Huayang Shu six 

would not be able to seek his advice. 

 

"Xiao Yu, I have done all my benevolence and righteousness. Go ahead and let your Brother Fan come to 

kowtow to admit his mistake." 

 



"Snapped." 

 

In response, Shi Xingyu slapped. 

 

"Mo Ziqiu, you are despicable and shameless." 

 

"You hit me?" 

 

This slap shocked Mo Ziqiu and was furious. 

 

Shi Xingyu ran to Ye Fan crying and said sadly: "Brother Fan, I'm sorry, I killed you. If I knew it, I wouldn't 

let that **** come with me." 

 

The death of grandfather Wu Changqing left Ye Fan heartbroken. He kept trying to calm his heart, so he 

kept silent. 

 

During this time, Ye Fan came over slowly. 

 

With a frosty face, he shook his head and said, "It has nothing to do with you." 

 

"Brother Fan, run away, I'll block it for you! Even if it's Nanling, what about the capital consortium. A 

strong dragon can hardly crush a snake. In this area, my Shi family is not afraid. Those Shi family 

members are absolutely absolutely Won't move me." 

 

Shi Xingyu stood in front of Ye Fan, glaring at Mo Ziqiu and others without fear. 

 

An Miaoyi said, "Xiao Fan, listen to what Miss Shi said, hurry up and go." 

 

"Want to go? Idiot talk about dreams." 

 



Gu Tao mocked and shouted: "Three Elders, show your power, let Ye Fan see, he is the plaything in my 

palm." 

 

The black robe old man is the third elder of the ancient royal family. 

 

Hearing Gu Tao's instructions, he nodded, his body vibrated and a burst of qi rose into the sky, dispelling 

the dark clouds in the sky. 

 

This scene shocked Mo Ziqiu, Hua Yangshu and the others, but they didn't expect this to be a martial 

arts master. 

 

As the children of the big clan, they certainly know the martial arts world and the nobility and power of 

the master. 

 

No wonder, Gu Tao is confident. 

 

Hua Yangshu laughed wildly: "Ye Fan, have you seen it? This is the martial arts master. Do you know any 

master? You, a native of a small city, shouldn't know it anymore." 

 

"Grandmaster?" 

 

Ye Fan was very disdainful. 

 

"I have killed all the three layers of the Transformation Realm, and the only two layers, and I dare to 

make an axe in front of me." 

 

Everyone thought they had a hallucination. 

 

The three elders were dumbfounded. 

 

Slaying the three giants of the transformation realm, really dare to say, is Ye Fan frightened crazy? 



 

At this time, Gu Tao looked at Mo Ziqiu and sighed: "Mo Shao, it seems that there is no way to save you 

face. That guy is disrespectful to the master, he should be killed!" 

 

Mo Ziqiu nodded, "He didn't seize the opportunity, and blamed himself, no wonder others." 

 

"Shi Xingyu, you still can't come. Is it possible that you want to die with Ye Fan?" 

 

"You brought people to support Ye Fan. This is offensive to Master Grandmaster. I will stop and order 

the withdrawal in time to prevent you from causing a catastrophe. Your father will definitely be grateful. 

If you still go your own way and bring disasters to the Shi family, then Don't cry and beg me to help 

you." 

 

Shi Xingyu faced a dilemma. 

 

Don't know what to do. 

 

Just keep tearing. 

 

At this moment, a powerful hand pressed her shoulder, and an unparalleled sense of security wrapped 

her. 

 

Shi Xingyu raised his head, met Ye Fan's invincible eyes like a king over the world, and listened to Ye Fan 

said: "Xiao Yu, don't worry, don't worry, a group of beam jumping clowns, barking wildly, I'm tired of it, 

let's see how I slap them to death. 

 

When the words fell, Ye Fan stepped down the steps. 

 

Jumping beam clown? 

 

Yelling? 



 

Gu Tao, Mo Ziqiu, Hua Yangshu, and the three elders all had black faces in anger. 

 

"kill!" 

 

Gu Tao yelled. 

 

The three elders jumped up and broke out in an all-round way. He was very careful and conscientious, 

and directly opened up the body guard gas shield. 

 

Then the martial arts fell. 

 

"Ben Lei Fist!" 

 

This punch, when it came out, roared continuously, and matched with the weather of lightning and 

thunder, it complemented each other, like a supernatural power from the sky. 

 

This was the full blow of the three elders, which set off a violent storm, shattered the billowing clouds, 

and flooded Ye Fan. 

 

"good!" 

 

The three elders are overjoyed. 

 

He is very confident, even if the magnate of the three-tiered master of the transformation world faces 

his full blow, he has to pay attention. 

 

How can Ye Fan contend! 

 

"Brother Fan!" 



 

"Xiao Fan!" 

 

"Boss!" 

 

An Miaoyi and others exclaimed. 

 

They were about to rush over, but they were pushed away by a strong force, and Ye Fan tore the qi and 

walked out. 

 

"That's it?" 

 

Ye Fan contemptuously, his expression mocking. 

 

The Third Elder Petrochemical looked at Ye Fan in disbelief, and kept rubbing his eyes, thinking that he 

was dazzled. 

 

"impossible!" 

 

"If you give me a full blow head-on, how can you be safe and sound? Is it possible that you are a giant of 

the three-level master of the transformation realm." 

 

The three elders roared like crazy. 

 

"I said, the grandmaster tycoon has also been killed, you are a little second-tier grandmaster, you are a 

kind of ant." 

 

"boom!" 

 

Ye Fan patted a palm as he spoke. 



 

Puff puff. 

 

The dark clouds in a radius of 800 meters were all shot apart, and even the rain water evaporated. 

 

"Do not!" 

 

The three elders shouted in horror. 

 

At this moment, he understood what kind of terrible existence he had provoked. 

 

Even if the power of this palm is the number one master of the ancient royal family, the elder, I am 

afraid that he has to go all out. 

 

escape! escape! escape! 

 

The three elders didn't have the slightest idea of confrontation, and his confidence had been destroyed. 

Gu Tao couldn't take care of it and fled frantically. 

 

"I want to escape now, isn't it too late." 

 

"Senior forgive me." 

 

The Third Elder had already called Ye Fan "Senior", but to no avail, that monstrous and terrifying palm 

print fell. 

 

puff. 

 

Explode directly. 

 



Turned into powder, there is no dregs left. 

 

The aftermath of energy spread across the audience, Gu Tao's 3,000 men and horses were all injured, 

and each of them fell to the ground with bleeding. 

 

This picture is too shocking. 

 

The power of a palm shot dead the second master of the transformation realm, and shook three 

thousand men and horses. 

 

What a domineering peerless. 

 

Horrible! 

 

Gu Tao, the spokesperson of the six consortiums, and Mo Ziqiu, were all cold and stood frozen on the 

spot. 

 

Xu Taishan and the others also looked dull, unable to get out of the picture just now. 

 

White clothes and silver hair, long body jade. 

 

Shi Xingyu looked in a daze, stunned and idiotic, this is not what an immortal is. 

 

"what!" 

 

Finally, Gu Tao's scream broke the tranquility, his eyes protruding and trembling shouted: "Ye Fan, you, 

you, you are a human or a ghost!" 

 

Ye Fan looked back. 

 



Boom! 

 

Gu Tao almost went into a cardiac arrest. 

 

The nine secluded eyes made his legs tremble, and a sorrow permeated. 

 

He was scared to pee! 

Chapter 592: The top gangster in Qingzhou was frightened! 

"Ye Fan, don't, don't kill me!" Gu Tao was really scared, and couldn't care about being scared to pee. 

 

He was sure that Ye Fan dared to kill him. 

 

Puff through. 

 

Gu Tao knelt down and said in horror: "Ye Fan, I have something to say. I used to have eyes but no 

knowledge of Mount Tai. I didn't expect you to be a powerful master. I apologize and admit my mistake. 

I am the young master of the ancient royal family, in your capacity. You should know the seven royal 

families." 

 

"so what?" 

 

"My father is the ruler of the royal family. If you spare my life, Ye Fan will be the honorable guest of my 

ancient royal family." 

 

Ye Fan sneered, and said with disdain: "What are the ancient royal families? The seven royal families are 

at the bottom." 

 

Gu Tao blushed, daring not to say anything, and continued to plead: "Ye Fan, tell me what you want, or 

what you want for money, please speak up." 

 

"Xu Taishan." 



 

"exist!" 

 

Ye Fan ordered: "Handcuff him up and send him to Mingyue Manor, where he will be locked up in the 

dungeon." 

 

"Yes." 

 

Xu Taishan was extremely excited. 

 

He was also a warrior, and for the first time he saw Ye Fan's power, he wanted to worship with five 

bodies. 

 

Follow the right person! 

 

Xu Taishan came to Gu Tao with three steps and two steps. 

 

"Ye Fan, what are you going to do! Are you trying to imprison me? How dare you! I am the young master 

of the ancient royal family, with royal blood and very noble! If you dare to move me, the royal family will 

not let you go. My family is strong like a cloud..." 

 

"Don't force it." 

 

Xu Taishan slapped Gu Tao on the head, knocked him out, and dragged him away. 

 

Such rudeness shocked Hua Yangshu and others. 

 

The spokesperson of the six consortiums felt very bad, and Ye Fan was not even afraid of the ancient 

royal family. 

 



Wouldn't they be finished. 

 

"Brother Fan is forgiving." 

 

Hua Yangshu was the first to kneel and kowtow, with blood dripping on his forehead. He cried and said, 

"Everything I do is to obey Gu Tao's orders. You sir, don’t remember the villain, let me make a living. ." 

 

"Life? Have you ever let Grandpa live a life!" 

 

Ye Fan was grieved and burst out murderously. 

 

Hua Yangshu's face was pale and trembling: "That's not to blame me, yes, it was the old man who was 

going to hit the bulldozer himself. I was afraid of death, so..." 

 

"So you sink the corpse in Qingshuihe!" 

 

Ye Fan's heart twitched and his fingers flicked Hua Yang Shu away. 

 

Smashed to the ground, his head was bled. 

 

Huayang Shu’s scared soul was not possessed, and he crawled back, begging: "I am obsessed with a 

ghost, I am mad, I know it is wrong. People can't come back from death, Brother Fan, you are sorry. I 

lose money, you open your mouth, and I will pay you as much as you want. you!" 

 

"you sure?" 

 

"Required." Hua Yangshu's eyes glowed, "Brother Fan, one hundred million, no, three hundred million, is 

it enough? If it's not enough, five hundred million!" 

 

Ye Fan was cold-eyed. 



 

Hua Yangshu stretched out his hands and shouted: "One billion! Brother Fan, one billion compensation 

for one life is a sky-high price. What about Brother Fan!" 

 

"not enough." 

 

"Brother Fan, how much do you want, you say." 

 

"I want the entire Sanding Group." 

 

Huayang Shu is sluggish. 

 

Ye Fan swept his eyes, and said, "Not only Sanding, but I want it all of you five consortiums." 

 

boom! 

 

The five people were also discolored. 

 

The young lady of the Perfect Consortium hated Ye Fan, she is still like a pig. 

 

At this moment, he couldn't help but jump out and shouted: "Ye Fan, you have a big appetite. Our six 

wealth groups have reached ten trillion. In the world, who dares to take away ten trillion with a mouth. " 

 

"Even if it's for you, do you dare to ask for it!" 

 

"The state will impose sanctions on you immediately, even if you are a master, facing the state 

apparatus, it is a dead word!" 

 

When they were in their early days, the others courageously shouted. 

 



"That's right, Ye Fan, don't be too greedy!" 

 

"The six of us paid a total of one billion to buy our lives, Ye Fan, you think about it." 

 

"Ten hundred million is too much, I think five hundred million will do." Miss Perfect Consortium snorted 

coldly. 

 

At this time, Ye Fan smiled. 

 

She questioned: "What are you laughing at, it is impossible, you really dare to kill the six of us. The six 

consortiums plus the anger of the ancient royal family are not something you can stop." 

 

Ye Fan's smile faded away, and in exchange for sarcasm: "The six big consortia, are they very strong? No 

matter, it's a mere ten trillion, I still look down on it." 

 

"puff." 

 

Suddenly, a laugh sounded. 

 

It's Mo Ziqiu. 

 

What happened just now, he was just shocked, not afraid. 

 

In his opinion, although the six major consortia and ancient royal clans are strong, they are not in 

Qingzhou and are too far away. 

 

As the saying goes: Far water cannot save a near fire. 

 

Here, the Mo family is so good. 

 



Sky Group is now a top consortium with a market value of more than three trillion yuan. Their Mo 

family's status in Nanling and the province is also top. 

 

Mo family is a local snake. 

 

Mo Ziqiu was sure that Ye Fan didn't dare to move him; otherwise, Ye Fan would have to die and could 

not escape. 

 

Because just now, he has sent the message to the family, and there must be some action on the family's 

side. 

 

"Ye Fan, I have to say that you are a human being, I just looked down on you." 

 

Mo Ziqiu looked arrogant and asked, "Do you know that I'm Nanling Mo's family?" 

 

Ye Fan looked playful, "It's fair to understand." 

 

"That would be great. In Qingzhou, my Mo family has the final say. So, to save my face, let Gu Tao and 

Huayang Shu six people." 

 

Mo Ziqiu's words made Huayangshu six people overjoyed and grateful. 

 

However, Ye Fan sneered, "Your face, what kind of face do you have. Even if you see me, you have to 

stand respectfully. You are nothing, dare to speak out in front of me." 

 

"Kneel me down!" 

 

Ye Fan stopped drinking, his breath suppressed. 

 

How could Mo Ziqiu an ordinary person resist, his knees were heavily on the ground, and he grinned in 

pain. 



 

In an instant, Mo Ziqiu's vitality surged. 

 

He has been a superior since he was a child, and he was forced to kneel down today, which is a shame 

and shame. 

 

Mo Ziqiu roared and wanted to stand up, but he couldn't. His eyes were cracked, and he roared: "Ye 

Fan, you dare to insult me, you are dead, I want you to die!" 

 

After speaking, Mo Ziqiu took out his mobile phone and made a video call directly. 

 

Toot toot. 

 

After a few seconds, the screen appeared. 

 

There was a middle-aged man, Mo Tianya, the head of the Mo family. He was surprised: "Ziqiu, what's 

wrong with you, why are you looking like this?" 

 

"Dad, look at me and your son, he was forced to kneel." 

 

Mo Ziqiu raised his mobile phone, making his whole body appear in the screen. 

 

Suddenly, Mo Tianya was furious and roared: "Asshole! Who dares to treat you this way! I wonder if you 

are my Mo Tianya's son, the young master of the Mo family! Who is it! The Shi family?" 

 

"No, it's a person named Ye Fan. Dad, let's not talk about that much, immediately use the relationship, 

let the Changning Public Security Department dispatch a special police team, let the Changning theater 

dispatch war soldiers, and destroy all this Ye Fan and his men! I want them to die without a burial!!" 

 

Mo Ziqiu roared like a madman. 

 



Mo Tianya said: "Don't worry, Dad will arrange it. You turn the camera and let me see who Ye Fan is so 

sacred, that he dares to humiliate my son so much. It's a death..." 

 

Suddenly, Mo Tianya's voice stopped abruptly. 

 

What did he see? 

 

Ye Fan? 

 

Is that Ye Fan! 

 

Was it Ye Fan who stirred up the situation in Nanling, destroyed the Song family and subdued the Kong 

family and the Nangong family? 

 

Mo Tianya was not sure. 

 

Because of the great changes, Ye Fan didn't have silver hair. 

 

"Patriarch Mo, who do you say is dying?" 

 

Ye Fan said playfully. 

 

Suddenly, Mo Tianya's head roared. 

 

This voice, yes, that Ye Fan! 

 

"Ye Fan, facing my father, you dare to be rampant. My father is the head of the Mo family, the top 

tycoon of Qingzhou, even the governor is polite to my father. One sentence can kill you and kneel for 

me. Talk to my father next!" 

 



"Kneel down and talk? Tsk, Mo Tianya, your son is crazy. Or, I kneel for you now?" 

 

"boom!" 

 

Mo Tianya shivered and hurriedly shouted: "Don't don't, Mr. Ye, I can't bear it. You calm down, there 

must be some misunderstanding in this." 

 

"Misunderstanding? Not necessarily." 

 

Ye Fan was calm. 

 

Mo Tianya's scalp was numb, and he roared: "Mo Ziqiu, you idiot, dare to offend Mr. Ye, are you looking 

for death? Immediately apologize to Mr. Ye, knock a hundred times!" 

 

"Dad, what are you talking about?" 

 

Mo Ziqiu couldn't believe it, but Mo Tianya turned around anxiously. 

 

"If I let you knock, just knock, where there is so much nonsense!" 

 

"Do you want to be expelled from the family!" 

 

Finally, Mo Ziqiu panicked, scared, and frightened. 

 

He is Mo Tianya's most beloved youngest son, and Mo Tianya has never treated him like that since he 

was a child. 

 

This can only show that Ye Fan really has a lot of energy, so big that the Mo family can't afford it. 

 

how so! 



 

Mo Ziqiu didn't understand. 

 

After all, when Ye Fan was in Nanling, he was studying overseas and he didn't know what happened in 

Nanling. 

 

"Asshole, don't knock!" 

 

Mo Tianya roared, worried that Mo Ziqiu's hesitation would bring disaster to the Mo family. 

 

Special code. 

 

How could you provoke Ye Fan, a ruthless god, this little beast! 

 

Mo Ziqiu trembled with a bang, his forehead touched the ground, and he was pampered with fine skin 

and tender flesh, and blood was immediately seen in his forehead. 

 

"Don't beg, take your phone and let Patriarch Mo appreciate it." 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Don't beg for blood. 

 

This is the boss! 

 

The top boss of Qingzhou Province was so scared to see him. 

 

Strong and strong. 

 



Not only him, but the An family are also blushing. 

 

They were all shrunk in the house before, but now they all walked out, with their heads high and 

majestic. 

 

Seeing Mo Ziqiu crying while knocking, Shi Xingyu was very relieved, and worshipped Ye Fan more. 

 

Ye Fan's eyes flowed, falling on Huayang Shu six people, coldly said: "Now, it's your turn!" 

Chapter 593: The so-called consortium can be wiped out! 

——Now, it's your turn! 

 

A few words made the Huayangshu six people horrified. 

 

Although the Mo family is in Nanling, they are strong, comparable to the big clan in Beijing. 

 

Patriarch Mo was so afraid of Ye Fan that he forced Mo Ziqiu to confess his mistake. 

 

How much energy does Ye Fan have! 

 

However, they still have this sense of superiority. They feel that they are from the capital, and the six 

major consortiums are united, with a volume of ten trillion, which is not comparable to that of Mo 

family. 

 

Therefore, even though the six people were frightened, they still stared at Ye Fan and said in unison: "Ye 

Fan, let's turn the fighting into a jade silk, how about?" 

 

"You are not worthy." 

 

Ye Fan shook his head and said indifferently: "I have already said that I still look down on the six major 

consortiums, and they can be destroyed by a finger." 



 

"Hahaha." 

 

Hua Yangshu laughed and said contemptuously: "You can kill with your finger, Ye Fan, are you talking 

too much? Ten trillion in size, no one in the world can say that it can be destroyed. Ye Fan, you dare to 

let it go. Let's go back. Our six major consortia unite and fight with you?" 

 

"This is not necessary, because the six major consortiums are going to die soon." 

 

"Insane!" The lady of the Perfect Consortium cursed, and her cell phone rang in the next second. 

 

At first glance, it was the chairman of the consortium and her uncle, and he was immediately 

emboldened. 

 

"Ye Fan, my uncle called here, I must know the situation here, to make arrangements, wait and see!" 

 

She turned on the speakerphone and shouted: "Uncle..." 

 

"evil creature!" 

 

However, there was an angry rebuke on the other side, mixed with monstrous anger and hatred. 

 

She was dumbfounded. 

 

"What big man have you offended! Just now, the Meng Family, one of the top eight first-line families in 

Beijing, declared war on our perfect consortium!" 

 

"What...what?!" 

 



"In a short period of time, the shareholders of the consortium ran more than half of the time, the stocks 

directly fell to the limit, and the market value evaporated by 100 billion... Sin barrier, sin barrier, what a 

disaster you have brought to the family and the consortium! I will tell you now that you have been 

expelled from the family. NS!!" 

 

boom! 

 

Miss's head is about to explode. 

 

Evicted from the family? 

 

"Uncle, uncle..." 

 

She screamed frantically, but the other party had hung up, and she had been blocked by the call. 

 

I dialed the numbers of other people and even her parents, but... all of them couldn't get through. 

 

Puff through. 

 

She was limp on the ground, her face like ashes, trembling constantly. 

 

Suddenly, she looked at Ye Fan and screamed: "Ye Fan, it's you! It's all your ghost!" 

 

Hua Yangshu and the others were shocked. 

 

Ye Fan did this? 

 

How can it be! 

 

Far away, Ye Fan can control the first-line family Meng Family to deal with the perfect consortium? 



 

this…… 

 

This is simply covering the sky! 

 

Next second. 

 

The phones of Hua Yangshu and the others also rang, and the original ringtones of incoming calls were 

like the sound of the devil at the moment, frightening them, and even some did not dare to answer the 

phone. 

 

Seeing that it was from a consortium and a family controller, they all panicked. 

 

Is it possible... 

 

"evil creature!" 

 

"brute!" 

 

They connected, roaring anger came from the other end of the phone, and then they heard: 

 

"...The Yan family, one of the three major families of traditional Chinese medicine, declared war on our 

Meda Foundation!" 

 

"...The Huo Family, one of the eight first-line families, declared war on our Sunshine Consortium!" 

 

"...Single Family, one of the eight first-line families, declares war on our Allied Forces Consortium!" 

 

"...The Leng Family and Ning Family, the second of the eight first-line families, declare war on our Feiyue 

Consortium!" 



 

One by one shouts exploded from the mobile phone, making all these spokespersons paralyzed on the 

ground, shivering. 

 

"Sao Dong, it's not good! Just now, the chairman was taken away by a group of people, and the 

consortium is now blocked... He is a man named Xing Tian, with terrifying power, and the first-line 

families give him face. The big first-line family dealt with Mida..." 

 

Hua Yangshu felt the world was spinning. 

 

Six people almost fainted. 

 

what happened? How did the big clans in the capital declare war on their six consortiums together? 

 

In the history of Beijing, there is no such example. 

 

The six major consortiums have a volume of 10 trillion yuan, and they need at least an economic volume 

of more than 30 trillion yuan if they want to be destroyed. 

 

The collision of the two will inevitably lead to turmoil in the capital business community. 

 

The state is not allowed. 

 

However, the Meng family and other families still did this, and the national level did not stop it. 

 

why! 

 

Why on earth! 

 



Mo Tianya was more frightened than Hua Yangshu and the others. He was still on the video link, 

watching Mo Ziqiu kowtow. 

 

At this moment, I heard the experience of the six major consortiums clearly, and I couldn't believe it. 

 

Ye Fan, is that tough enough? 

 

Far away in Changning, the first-line family in the capital was manipulated at will to deal with the six 

major consortia, setting off an economic storm. 

 

This really made Mo Tianya scared, worried that Ye Fan was still dissatisfied with his punishment of Mo 

Ziqiu, and angered Mo Family. 

 

"Niezhang, add a hundred more bangs, and at the same time I announce that you will be expelled from 

the family." 

 

Mo Ziqiu's pupils contracted and he opened his mouth and was speechless. 

 

He knew what Mo Tianya meant, and worried that Ye Fan would anger the Mo family because of his 

offense. 

 

Then the Mo family is over! 

 

For the sake of the family, Mo Ziqiu didn't beg, but knocked harder. 

 

At this moment, Ye Fan is a god, Mo Ziqiu still has a bit of arrogance, and he dare not look at Ye Fan. 

 

Boom boom boom! 

 

Boom boom boom! 



 

At the same time, the six members of Huayang Shu also kowtowed their heads and cried out for mercy, 

which made people feel a little dazed. 

 

Ten minutes ago, these were still a group of distinguished young masters, but now they are surrendered 

to Ye Fan's feet like ants, and even their fate is controlled by Ye Fan. 

 

One word can determine their life and death. 

 

Shi Xingyu held his breath, Ye Fan in her eyes was a real upright hero, a hero. 

 

An Miaoyi is very pleased. 

 

The An family is very proud and feels that Ye Fan is An Miaoyi's godson, and they can also rise. 

 

Maybe, just move to the capital to take root. 

 

They completely forgot how An Miaoyi had been squeezed out before. 

 

"Liu Zhen and Li Yu." 

 

"exist." 

 

The two knelt down on one knee. 

 

This is respect. 

 

Ye Fan, he deserves everyone's respect. 

 



"Handcuffed six of them, and take them to Mingyue Manor, until I get out." 

 

"Yes." 

 

The six Huayang Shu did not dare to resist and were taken away. 

 

At this time, the leader of the Shi family and horses hurriedly ran, sweating like rain, and bowed down 

on one knee to meet him. 

 

"See Master Ye!" 

 

Just now, he had reported everything that happened here to Shi Gandang. 

 

Shi Gandang angrily scolded Mo Ziqiu for nothing to look for, so that he must apologize to Ye Fan and 

listen to Ye Fan's instructions. 

 

"Master Ye, it was always Mo Ziqiu looking for things before. Our Shi family is friendly to Master Ye. 

Please forgive Master Ye." 

 

"Hmph, you, as the Shi family, actually listened to Mo Ziqiu's words, do you still put me in your eyes?" 

 

Shi Xingyu's reprimand was full. 

 

The commander dared not explain, and nodded vigorously. 

 

Ye Fan didn't mean the strange stone family. He ordered: "You can take someone to deal with the 

scene." 

 

"Yes." 

 



The commander breathed a sigh of relief, and his hanging heart fell. Ye Fan ordered him to do 

something, then it explained the disaster. 

 

"Mom, Xiao Yu, let's go to Mingyue Manor." 

 

Ye Fan greeted him, took An Miaoyi and Shi Xingyu into the car, and left. 

 

The whole process ignored Mo Ziqiu and the An family. 

 

Mo Ziqiu didn't know what it meant, so he could only keep stumbling; and the An family, no longer awe-

inspiring, became uneasy and regretful. 

Chapter 594: confusing 

Along the way, Ye Fan didn't speak, closed his eyes, motionless. 

 

Shi Xingyu wanted to talk to Ye Fan, but An Miaoyi motioned her not to quarrel with Ye Fan. 

 

Because Ye Fan is still in sadness. 

 

Arrived at Mingyue Manor. 

 

Ye Fan was locked in the room alone, Tang Ying was puzzled and asked what happened? 

 

Tang Ying, Meng Qingyin and others did not go. 

 

In their opinion, all the six major consortiums are small ants, Ye Fan can slap them off with a slap, and 

there is no way to arouse their interest. 

 

But no one said why. 

 



Tang Ying had to come to Ye Fan by herself. As soon as she entered the house, Ye Fan hugged Tang Ying 

and started to cry. 

 

Ye Fan only removed his mask in front of his sister, like a child. 

 

"Sister, grandpa is gone." 

 

Ye Fan choked up. 

 

Tang Ying was stunned, then her face became stiff, and she stammered: "You mean, grandpa, passed 

away?" 

 

"The Sanding Consortium took the land of the orphanage. Grandpa resisted demolition and hit and died 

on a bulldozer. The body was sunk into the Qingshui River." 

 

"boom!" 

 

Tang Ying was shocked, her face pale. 

 

"how so!" 

 

Tang Ying didn't want to believe it, tears flooded. 

 

"Why can't Grandpa think so much... No! It's not right. Xiao Fan, I think there is something tricky in this." 

 

"what?" 

 

"Grandpa is not a fool. If you want to die, what should the children do? Besides, is the demolition a 

forced demolition? The Sanding Consortium should have corresponding compensation. Reasonable and 

legal demolition, why should Grandpa resist? This is illogical." 



 

Tang Ying made an analysis. 

 

Ye Fan calmed down, and he immediately notified Xu Taishan to bring Hua Yangshu over for 

interrogation. 

 

"Puff." 

 

Hua Yangshu knelt in front of the two of them, crying and begging for mercy: "Brother Fan, your lord has 

a lot, please spare me, I really know that I am wrong, I am willing to mix with you, you are my eldest 

brother. , There is no value, there is no point in killing me." 

 

"enough!" 

 

Ye Fan stopped drinking, scared Hua Yangshu almost incontinent. 

 

"I ask you, is it forced to demolish over the orphanage?" 

 

"No, no, no." 

 

Huayang Shu's head shook like a rattle, and he vowed to say: "It's not a forced demolition. I'm not that 

Sanding Group has no money. How could I do such a shameful thing. The compensation I paid is 3 

million yuan, and the price is reasonable." 

 

"Then why does Grandpa want to find a short sight?" 

 

"Brother Fan, I am also very puzzled. I also feel strange about this, but because of the loss of life and 

worrying about the negative impact on my family's Sanding Group, I just... sank the corpse in 

Qingshuihe." 

 

Huayang sounded like a mosquito and defended himself: "Brother Fan, calm down your anger. The 

death of the old man really has nothing to do with me. I was reasonably and legally demolished. I really 



did not expect him to seek death. As for the dead body, Qingshuihe, I admit that it was my fault, but it 

can only be regarded as an insult to the corpse, and the crime is not dying. Please be magnanimous, Fan, 

and spare my life." 

 

"What about the children?" 

 

"Don't worry about this, I won't be frantically attacking the children. I sent them to the best orphanage 

in Changning, which is close to the Tianmei Orphanage of the municipal government." 

 

Ye Fan asked Xu Taishan to check. 

 

Then he asked: "When you demolished the house, what was wrong with the old man?" 

 

Hua Yangshu said: "At that time, I also guessed what medicine the old man took, and he was insane. I 

found a short sight. I found a forensic doctor and the results of the examination were normal. If there is 

really an abnormality, then..." 

 

Tang Ying and Ye Fan said in unison: "Say!" 

 

Huayang Shu shivered and said quickly: "Before the collision, the old man shouted something,'I will not 

let you succeed'. I think this sentence is to prevent us from succeeding in the demolition. After thinking 

about it, it seems that something is wrong. Probably not for demolition." 

 

"Brother Fan, this is everything I know. For my honesty, please spare my life." 

 

"Don't beg." 

 

Don't beg when you walk in, Ye Fan said, "Take him to Qingshuihe in the suburbs." 

 

Suddenly, Hua Yangshu was so scared that he was so scared that he cried out: "Brother Fan, don't drown 

me, please." 

 



"You take don't beg to the sinking site and salvage my grandfather's body." 

 

Huayang Shu was taken aback, then he was relieved, and nodded repeatedly: "Brother Fan, at that time, 

I used a sealed bag for the dead body to pack the body, and the air was evacuated. It was a vacuum. It is 

not long, I think the old man's body is still preserved. It's intact, maybe it doesn't even rot." 

 

Don't beg and kick, and urged: "What's the matter, go quickly." 

 

There are only two people left in the room. 

 

Ye Fan said deeply: "Sister, this thing is really tricky. Grandpa's death has another cause and effect, and 

it has nothing to do with Sanding Group's demolition." 

 

"I think so too, but who is the real murderer behind this. Who killed Grandpa. What does the phrase ‘will 

not let you succeed’ mean!" 

 

Tang Ying muttered to herself, and immediately comforted: "Xiao Fan, people cannot be resurrected 

from death. We are sad. We can't be immersed in grief all the time. Finding out the real cause of 

grandpa's death is the most important thing, so that grandpa can die. ." 

 

Ye Fan nodded heavily. 

 

Tang Ying thought for a while, and then said: "By the way, don't tell other sisters about Grandpa's death 

for now, and wait until you find out the cause of Grandpa's death." 

 

"good." 

 

After Tang Ying left, Ye Fan calmed down. 

 

Xing Tian called. 

 



"Boss, how am I doing! The six major consortiums are now in a state of panic and panic. The entire 

Beijing business community is shaking. I thought that the state would interfere. From the current point 

of view, the state is giving us a lot of face." 

 

"I didn't expect the Leng Family and Ning Family to make a move." Ye Fan said. 

 

In the capital, he lost the face of the Leng family and the Ning family, and the young master of the Leng 

family was beheaded by him. He did not expect that this time he would respond to Xing Tian's call to 

deal with the six major consortia. 

 

Xing Tian smiled and said: "Brother Fan, your deeds in the Northern Wilderness have spread to the 

capital and even the whole martial arts world. You don't know, how famous your name is." 

 

"What Ye Wudi, Ye Ruan, Ye Kuangren, Ye Tianjiao, Silver-haired War God... In the upper class, you are 

very popular. The Leng Family and the Ning Family are afraid, and they want to reconcile, so they took 

action." 

 

"Boss, the six consortiums are secondary, and the key is the ancient royal family. You have to think 

about how to deal with it. I find out that Gu Tao's father is one of the ancient royal family's rulers and 

has a high position. The ancient royal family already knows that Gu Tao was arrested. , There should be 

some action, you should be careful." 

 

"Ancient royal family?" 

 

Ye Fan murmured, and then thought of the Xiao royal family. 

 

He was not strong enough before. 

 

now. 

 

His transformation realm double peak, his physical body has reached the limit of human beings, 

comparable to the triple peak of Master Heng Lian. 

 



His comprehensive combat power is already comparable to that of the Three Great Masters of the 

Transformation Realm. 

 

What's terrible! 

 

"I think it's time to touch the royal family." Ye Fan's words caused Xing Tian's heart to contract. 

 

The next moment, Xing Tian's blood boiled. 

 

Are you finally going to be with the royal family? This day has finally come. 

 

Ye Fan was also heartbroken. 

 

Last time in the capital, Jiang Long met him secretly and told the ancestral land of the Xiao family. 

 

The Xiao royal family is definitely going to fight. 

 

For myself, for parents, for the Ye Family in Changning, and even for the Ye Royal Family... 

 

Ye Fan must take this step. 

 

Otherwise, the idea is not accessible. 

 

Fighting with the Xiao royal family means that Ye Fan will come into contact with the Ye royal family. 

 

He also wanted to see where the blood originated. 

 

Although Ye Fan has no feelings for the Ye royal family, he got the super-refining secret "Bati Jue" thanks 

to Ye Gong. 



 

In addition, Ye Fan also had a young master of the Ye Royal Family, Ye Chen, who had to be rescued in 

the Misty Mountains back then had to be handed over to the Ye Royal Family. 

 

Ye Chen had been in a state of amnesia, and he didn't know what happened to Nanling. 

 

"Boss, the 100,000 dragon generals of the Dragon King War Department are all in Zhongzhou, and they 

are always observing orders." 

 

"Not urgent." 

 

Ye Fan groaned: "I still have something to settle down here in Changning. I have to go to Nanling to see 

my sisters. Besides, Yue Linglong is in trouble. I have to go back to the barren continent and go to 

Dafeng Empire to grab marriage." 

Chapter 595: good news 

"Go to the Dafeng Empire to grab a marriage, fucking, boss, you're pretty advanced." 

 

Xing Tian was startled for a moment, and said tightly: "But you have to be careful, boss. The Dafeng 

Empire is powerful and you must be fully prepared." 

 

Ye Fan said, "I understand, don't worry, it's not a war with the Dafeng Empire, it's just a marriage." 

 

"Just grabbing a marriage? In other words, who got married in the Dafeng Empire." 

 

"The prince." 

 

"..." 

 

Xing Tian on the phone was directly speechless. 

 



The great prince, it is very likely that he will be established as the prince, and he is the face of the Dafeng 

Empire. 

 

To grab the wedding of the future prince, this swelled the face of the Dafeng Empire. 

 

It is impossible for the Dafeng Empire to swallow its anger. 

 

Ye Fan said, "Okay, don't worry about it. You are also idle during this period. I will send you the address 

of the ancestral land of the Xiao family. You will quietly explore the terrain, make a secret layout, and 

wait for my reply. Beijing." 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"In addition, the spokesperson of the six major consortia, I arranged to send it to you, which can be used 

to contain the six major consortia a little bit. Finally, the six major consortiums will be collected under 

the command." 

 

"It's not necessary, it's only ten trillion." 

 

"..." 

 

The two Versailles each other. 

 

After finishing the call, Ye Fan called Li Yu and Liu Zhen to make them take charge of the operation, and 

sent the six Huayang Shu people to the capital to Xing Tian. 

 

Both Liu Zhen were very excited and excited. 

 

Because they can see the big guys on the central capital, which they didn't even dare to think of before. 

 

The time flies, the sunset is west. 



 

Don't beg is finally back. 

 

However, he brought back bad news-Grandpa Wu Changqing's body was not salvaged. 

 

"Brother Fan, I called ten professional salvage teams, a total of more than one hundred people, and 

searched the entire Qingshuihe, but no grandfather's body was found." 

 

"Is that so?" 

 

Ye Fan thoughtfully said, "Obviously, Grandpa's body was taken away. It is very likely that he was behind 

the scenes of killing Grandpa." 

 

Tang Ying was puzzled: "What are they doing to fish out Grandpa's body?" 

 

"Could Grandpa not die?" 

 

There is some truth to this speculation. 

 

The two became excited. 

 

At least there is a glimmer of hope. 

 

Ye Fan said, "Grandpa is just an ordinary old man. If the black hand behind the scenes wants to kill 

Grandpa, then his goal has been achieved and the corpse will not disappear. It seems that the black 

hand behind the scenes is not asking Grandpa to die, but simply grabbing. This way, Grandpa. If you are 

not dead, your life is guaranteed." 

 

Tang Ying nodded secretly, "Now there are no clues. It is too difficult to find out who is behind the 

scenes." 

 



"Then wait for him to surface by himself." 

 

"we can only do this." 

 

It is possible that grandpa is still alive, and the probability is still very high, which makes Ye Fan and Tang 

Ying feel much better. 

 

This evening, everyone gathered together for a drink. 

 

The next day. 

 

Two big shots are here. 

 

One is the head of the Shi family, Shi Gandang, and the other is the head of the Mo family, Mo Tianya. 

 

Shi Gandang was here to apologize, and Mo Tianya was here to lead. 

 

Ye Fan didn't see it. 

 

He didn't have time or the mood to pay attention to these, but went to the second sister Su Muyu's 

"Sifan Medical Center" with Tang Ying. 

 

Su Muyu is currently the chairman of the Qingzhou Traditional Chinese Medicine Union, and has also 

opened a "Sifan Medical Center" in Nanling, which is much larger than this. 

 

The Sifan Medical Center in Changning was handed over to Assistant Xiaomei. 

 

Xiao Mei has been studying with Su Muyu for several years. She has been fascinated by her eyes and her 

medical skills are good enough to solve some common diseases. She is already well-known in "Medical 

Forest Street". 



 

Ye Fan didn't bother Xiaomei, and simply took a look and left. 

 

Then, Ye Fan came to the "mortal group". 

 

This is the group he established behind the scenes, and is handed over to his cousin Liu Anran to take 

care of it. 

 

Six major consortia stationed in Changning, major companies have been affected, Mortal Group is no 

exception. 

 

only. 

 

Unlike the Qingye Group, behind Liu Anran is Lin'an Liu's family, Ye Fan's mother clan. 

 

When the six major consortia attacked the Hongxiu Group, Liu Anran knew that the matter was serious 

and began to plan to transfer the Mortal Group to Lin'an. 

 

There is Liu's family over there, you can help. 

 

Everything was ready, but there was a news yesterday: the six major consortiums are "annihilated" and 

will withdraw from Changning, making Liu Anran stop the transfer. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

In the office, Liu Anran looked at the sky with a bewildered face. 

 

at this time. 

 

The door opened. 



 

"Why don't you knock on the door? It's too unruly." Liu Anran drank low, without turning around. 

 

Seeing that there was no response, Liu Anran was startled and immediately moved to the side, revealing 

a dagger on his sleeve. 

 

"Who!" 

 

Liu Anran drank coldly. 

 

Ye Fan smiled and said, "Of course, if I haven't seen you in a few months, you still have some kung fu?" 

 

Liu Anran looked at the handsome silver-haired man in front of him, and was stunned. Who is this? 

 

This voice... 

 

"cousin?!" 

 

Ye Fan smiled without saying a word. 

 

Liu Anran, you will be suspicious, "Cousin, is this you?" 

 

"Who else can I be!" 

 

Ye Fan opened his arms. 

 

Liu Anran couldn't help but threw himself into Ye Fan's arms, tearful, "Cousin, you are finally back." 

 



"Thanks for your hard work." Ye Fan comforted: "It's okay now, the six major consortia have been 

beaten away by me." 

 

"Cousin, you did it all by you. You are too good." Liu Anran was full of admiration, but more shy. 

 

Pooh! Liu Anran, what do you think, this is my cousin. 

 

In fact, Liu Anran is not to blame for his wild thoughts. 

 

Ye Fan's current image is indeed infinitely attractive, not to mention the appearance, the pure and 

natural silver hair is enough to attract anyone's attention. 

 

Liu Anran reported on the situation of the Mortal Group in the recent period. 

 

"Moving to Lin'an, this is not a small project. I am very pleased that you have this courage. I am very 

relieved to hand over the Mortal Group to you." 

 

Liu Anran was very happy to receive Ye Fan's praise. 

 

"Cousin, I heard that the young masters of the six major consortiums are looking for beautiful women in 

Changning. Mu Qianqian of the Qingye Group was targeted. So for the sake of safety, I learned some 

self-defense skills." 

 

"very nice." 

 

Ye Fan nodded, thinking in his heart, whether to catch some small alien beasts and treat them as "pets" 

to relatives and friends, and protect them when necessary. 

 

This plan is on the agenda. 

 

"By the way, cousin, to tell you the good news, Xiangxiang has been sent to Qingzhou University." 



 

"Yes!" 

 

Ye Fan's eyes sparkled. 

 

In fact, Liu Xiang is Ye Fan's cousin, and Liu Xiang's father is Ye Fan's uncle. 

 

Although Liu Anran is a cousin, she is not dear, but a little bit of blood. 

 

"Brother Fan, you came back in time. The family will have a wedding tomorrow." 

 

"Qingzhou University is a first-class university in the country, ranking in the top ten, and submitting to 

Qingzhou University, it is considered a glorious ancestor." Ye Fan was very happy and smiled: 

"Tomorrow we will go to Lin'an together. I want to give a big gift to Liu family and Xiangxiang. !" 

Chapter 596: Surprise for my sister! 

This day, Lin'an. 

 

Very lively. 

 

The little princess Liu family is titled on the gold list. 

 

For this reason, the Liu family hereby invites Lin'an celebrities and dignitaries to come to the Liu family 

for a banquet. 

 

The entire Liu family was decorated with lights and festoons. 

 

There is a red carpet in front of the door, and there is a red table at the door. Someone is registering and 

someone is making an order. 

 



"Everyone from the Lei family, here is a Lamborghini and a villa in Nanling University Town, the 

provincial capital." 

 

"Brother Lei, you're so polite." 

 

At the door, Patriarch Liu Zhiming clasped his fists and laughed. 

 

Almost all of the Lei family are here. The head of the family is Lei Qianjue. He also smiled and said, 

"Brother Liu, look at what you said. My nephew's title on the gold list is very gratifying. A little bit of 

heart, what's the point." 

 

"Hurry up, please inside." 

 

After Lei's family entered, Jiading shouted again: 

 

"The chairman of Ruyi Group arrived and presented a necklace of'Manzhushahua'." 

 

Ruyi Group is the largest jeweller in Lin'an, with strong strength and a beautiful woman at the helm. 

 

The "Manzhushahua" necklace is one of the treasures that Ruyi Group does not buy. 

 

Today, it was actually presented to the Liu family. 

 

For a time. 

 

Completely uproar. 

 

Even the Lei family who entered the house couldn't help but stop, secretly frightened. 

 

Liu Zhiming came over and sighed: "Ruyi, your gift is too expensive, how do you ask me to receive it?" 



 

Hua Ruyi cast a blank glance, and said angrily: "I didn't give it to you, but to my daughter." 

 

daughter? 

 

The dignitaries present were stunned. 

 

Liu Xiang is the daughter of Hua Ruyi! Could it be that Liu Zhiming and Hua Ruyi are together? 

 

As everyone knows, Liu Zhiming was widowed in his early years and never married. And Hua Ruyi has 

always been interesting to Liu Zhiming, but Liu Zhiming rejected Hua Ruyi for the sake of his daughter 

Liu Xiang. 

 

Liu Zhiming coughed and shouted: "Don’t get me wrong. That’s the case. Some time ago, Dong Hua 

recognized Xiangxiang as a goddaughter. I didn’t want to disclose it. Since Dong Hua said it, I’ll take it 

here. Announced." 

 

The nobles cheered and slapped their tongues. 

 

With Liu Xiang's bond, Hua Ruyi will definitely be with Liu Zhiming in the future. 

 

Because Liu Zhiming took care of Liu Xiang before, but now that Liu Xiang has grown up and is in college, 

Liu Zhiming will definitely marry again. 

 

Once the Liu Family and Ruyi Group join forces, there is really no rival in the Lin'an business community. 

 

It seems that the Liu family is the first family in Lin'an. 

 

Thinking of this, some lords looked at their gifts and felt that they were not enough, so they temporarily 

contacted and sent additional gifts. 

 



"Where is Xiangxiang?" 

 

To draw a clear line between Liu Zhiming and her, Hua Ruyi complained with dissatisfaction. 

 

Liu Zhiming was embarrassed, and said, "In the West Wing, go and see, that girl seems a little unhappy." 

 

"Unhappy? Why are you unhappy on such a happy day. I will send Manju Shahua to her, and I will be 

happy." 

 

Hua Ruyi came to the West Wing. 

 

This large yard is the residence of Liu Xiang alone. 

 

at this time. 

 

Liu Xiang was alone in the pavilion in the garden, dragging Xiangji with both hands, watching the fish in 

the small pond swimming around in a daze. 

 

"Fragrant." 

 

"Ah, godmother." 

 

Liu Xiang recovered. 

 

Seeing Hua Ruyi approaching, she took the initiative to greet her and hugged Hua Ruyi. 

 

Hua Ruyi's love for her father is deep, Liu Xiang knows, and she also likes Hua Ruyi; now she is in college, 

not at home, and needs to find a companion for her father. 

 

My father is still young and cannot be alone for the rest of his life. 



 

Therefore, Liu Xiang promised Hua Ruyi to recognize her as a goddaughter, so she didn't have to worry 

about it. 

 

For a long time, Hua Ruyi and Liu Zhiming will be together 100%. 

 

"Come on, this is the necklace that Mom gave you. See if you like it or not. If you don't like it, then go to 

the Ruyi Group to select it and take it away." 

 

"Wow, Manjusawa." 

 

Liu Xiang was stunned, then red eyes, "Mom, thank you." 

 

"Silly boy." 

 

Hua Ruyi sat down with Liu Xiang in his arms, put her necklace on herself, and exclaimed: "It's so 

beautiful. My daughter must be a school flower when she arrives at Qingzhou University." 

 

Liu Xiang lowered her head shyly. 

 

"Today is a big day, why are you alone here in a daze." 

 

"Ugh." 

 

Liu Xiang's face turned pale again, and said regretfully, "Unfortunately, my cousin didn't come." 

 

"Cousin? The young man who wiped out Lin'an's richest man Yao Qi and the Huang family and brought 

the Liu family back to life?" 

 

"OK." 



 

"His name is Ye Fan, right, Liu Xinyan's son." Hua Ruyi recalled: "Liu Xinyan was a genius. Back then, she 

and I were called Lin'an Shuangbi. It's a pity that she suffered a catastrophe. If we stay here Lin'an, I am 

afraid that he has become the richest woman. The Liu family has long been the first family and will not 

be suppressed for so many years." 

 

"Her son, I also want to see and see. You don't have Ye Fan's phone?" 

 

Liu Xiang muttered: "There is a phone call, but I can't get through, so I should have changed the number. 

Cousin An Ran manages the mortal group of her cousin in Changning, and she can't contact her cousin 

either. Alas, where did the cousin go." 

 

Hua Ruyi said: "Xiangxiang, it is rumored that Manzhushahua is an ancient prophetic flower, and you can 

make a wish on it. You can try it, maybe Ye Fan will show up." 

 

Liu Xiang knew that this was Hua Ruyi's comfort, but still did. She said silently in her heart: 

 

——I hope my cousin can come to my entrance banquet. 

 

——Even a gift is good. 

 

... 

 

Time passed, approaching noon. 

 

The Liu family house is extremely lively. 

 

The middle-aged generation is communicating with Liu Zhiming; the older generations are accompanied 

by several elders from Liu Jingguo. 

 

Suddenly. 



 

Liu Jingguo was a little sentimental, and quietly came to the backyard and wiped away tears. 

 

"Old man, what's the matter!" It was Liu Jingguo's wife who came here. Although she was full of hair and 

old, it could be vaguely seen that she was a stunning beauty when she was young. 

 

"Old lady, I miss Xinyan." 

 

In a word, the atmosphere became sad. 

 

Liu Jingguo's nose was sour, and he said, "Pity my Xinyan, at the time of the golden age, the fragrance 

disappeared." 

 

The old woman wiped her wet eyes and comforted: "Fortunately, Xinyan left the child, and Xiao Fan has 

a promising future. He destroyed the Xiao family in Changning, Yao Qi, and the Huang family, for his 

parents and the Ye family in Changning. Revenge is hated." 

 

"Yes, Xiao Fan is promising." 

 

Liu Jingguo was very pleased, and then said lost: "Xiao Fan hasn't come to see us for a long time, this kid, 

is there any grandpa or grandma in his heart." 

 

"You think Xiaofan is just like us, doing nothing all day long. He is a big man, and he has a lot of things to 

do. Alas, if Xiaofan knows the title of Xiangxiang Gold List, he will definitely come. Xiangxiang girl talks all 

day. Cousin, cousin, are almost stunned." 

 

Liu Jingguo laughed, "I think it's better to marry Xiangxiang's little girl to Xiaofan..." 

 

Boom. 

 

The old woman knocked Liu Jingguo on the head and cursed: "What nonsense, I thought it was my 

former cousin who married his cousin. Now close relatives are not allowed to get married!" 



 

Liu Jingguo chuckled. 

 

"Okay, clean up, let's go out to socialize. Today is a big day, don't let people look at jokes." 

 

... 

 

Soon it was noon. 

 

At the conference hall, everyone was seated, and Liu Zhiming and Hua Ruyi led Liu Xiang out. 

 

Today's Liu Xiang is wearing a red dress, dotted with golden flowers, like a champion. 

 

"Everyone, welcome to come..." 

 

Liu Zhiming was talking politely. 

 

Liu Xiang couldn't hear a word. She scanned the audience, but she didn't find the voice she wanted to 

see. 

 

Alas, it didn't come after all. 

 

"boom!" 

 

Suddenly, there was an explosion. 

 

The venue was quiet and everyone was unclear. So when did it happen and why there was an explosion? 

 

Security personnel are all vigilant. 



 

To know. 

 

Almost all the people present in Lin'an gathered here. Once something happened, the whole Lin'an 

would be in chaos. 

 

Woo woo woo. 

 

At this time, the wind howled. 

 

"The sky has changed!" 

 

Someone shouted. 

 

When everyone looked up, they saw that black clouds were pouring in, covering the entire Liu family's 

house. 

 

The whole world became dim. 

 

Liu Zhiming frowned. On the day of her daughter's rejoicing, how did the sky change? It's a bad thing at 

this time. 

 

Next second. 

 

The sky and the earth are bright again. 

 

However, it was not the sun's rays, but the extremely brilliant evolution, surrounding the entire Liu 

family mansion. 

 

Bang bang bang... 



 

The splendid evolution, blooming in the sky, is magnificent, this is a gorgeous firework festival. 

 

"What a nice view!" 

 

Liu Xiang's eyes were rippling. 

 

Everyone was intoxicated. 

 

This "fireworks festival" lasted for a full quarter of an hour and was destined to be unforgettable. 

 

"Look." 

 

Just when everyone thought it was over, the Liu family shouted, and everyone saw that a line of bright 

characters appeared in the sky. 

 

——Congratulations to my dear cousin for her title on the gold list. 

 

This is…… 

 

Liu Xiang trembled, her eyes moistened at this moment. 

 

It's cousin! 

 

This is a gift from her cousin. 

 

The wish has really come true. 

 

"Huh!" 



 

Suddenly, all those big characters turned into a ray of light and fell, and a figure walked out of the ray of 

light. 

 

The silver hair in white clothes, like a god, shocked the audience. 

Chapter 597: Silkworm Feather 

The dark cloud covering Liu's house was not a thundercloud. Ye Fanke did not have the thunder and 

lightning ability of Count Dante. 

 

This is what he used to drive the black mist to form a scene. The black mist is made of materials and is 

not harmful. 

 

now. 

 

Ye Fan ripped away the light and walked out, and the black mist between the sky and the earth also 

dissipated, regaining clarity. 

 

The sun is shining and the clouds are steaming. 

 

Under the sun, Ye Fan seemed to be surrounded by a faint glow, and with his white clothes and silver 

hair, it was really like a **** descending from the earth. 

 

The audience was silent. 

 

"cousin!" 

 

The first one to call out was naturally Liu Xiang. 

 

She rushed over and threw herself into Ye Fan's arms, Ye Fan also hugged Liu Xiang tightly. 

 



This is his cousin. 

 

Connected by blood. 

 

"Woo, cousin, I thought you wouldn't come." 

 

"My dear cousin is titled on the gold list, how can I not come as a cousin!" 

 

Ye Fan rubbed Liu Xiang's head and asked, "How about it, do you like the present prepared by my 

cousin?" 

 

"luv't." 

 

"In addition to the firework festival, there are more." Ye Fan waved his hand. 

 

I saw a hot air balloon floating down slowly in the sky. 

 

Wow. 

 

Liu Anran uncovered the covered cloth, and suddenly the sky was full of clouds and dazzling people's 

eyes. 

 

In the hoop of the hot air balloon, a piece of clothing was placed quietly. 

 

This dress is too gorgeous, shimmering in the sun with a dazzling warm light. 

 

"Central Silkworm Feathers." 

 

Suddenly, Hua Ruyi exclaimed. 



 

Liu Zhiming said: "Ruyi, do you know this dress?" 

 

Hua Ruyi couldn't conceal the shock, and while nodding her head, she explained: "The silkworm feathers 

are a legend in the jewelry industry. They were made by Italian national treasure masters in the last 

century. There are three pieces in total." 

 

"The silkworm feather garment is a treasure handed down from generation to generation." 

 

"As far as I know, there are three silkworm feathers, one is in the Italian National Museum; one is in the 

Eagle Country; the whereabouts of one is unknown." 

 

Hua Ruyi walked quickly to the side of the hot air balloon, looked carefully, and finally said solemnly: "I 

have been to Italy to see the silkworm feather garment. I can guarantee that this silkworm feather 

garment is real, a treasure handed down from generation to generation, and a priceless treasure! " 

 

boom! 

 

The audience was boiling. 

 

Good guy, this silkworm feather suit is probably worthy of a big family. 

 

It's a big deal. 

 

A wave of hands will send out a background equivalent to a big clan. 

 

Ye Fan glanced at the flower wishfully, but he didn't expect someone to recognize the silkworm Yuyi. 

 

Hua Ruyi was right. 

 



Among the three silkworm feathers in the world, one was snatched from Italy by the bandit of Eagle 

Country, and the other remained in the Italian Museum. 

 

As for the third one, here it is. 

 

Originally, after a hundred years of displacement, this third piece was lucky enough to be obtained by 

the king of a small country. 

 

Later, the small country was hit by the Eagle country. 

 

In order to seek refuge, the king gave him the silkworm feather robe, which was three years ago. 

 

Originally, Ye Fan wanted to leave it to his sisters, but later thought, the seven sisters couldn't divide a 

silkworm feather garment, which was very embarrassing for everyone. 

 

It happened that Liu Xiangjin was inscribed, so Ye Fan contacted the headquarters of Tianzun Temple, 

and General Manager Min Dong arranged for someone to send it over. 

 

Ye Fan picked up the silkworm feather coat and said with a smile: "Xiangxiang, from today, this silkworm 

feather coat belongs to you." 

 

Liu Xiang's brain is blank. 

 

Hua Ruyi on one side was very envious, and even more shocked, it was unbelievable that Ye Fan would 

have a third silkworm feather in his hand. 

 

How did he get it? 

 

But Hua Ruyi didn't ask, or she didn't dare to ask. 

 

Ye Fan's arrival, this aura and temperament, is the attitude of a superior person. 



 

It's no wonder that Yao Qi and Huang's family can be wiped out. He is indeed Liu Xinyan's son! 

 

"Cousin, thank you." 

 

Liu Xiang cried with joy. 

 

She was so happy that she never dreamed that she would become a little princess. 

 

Ye Fan winked at Liu Anran, and Liu Anran pulled Liu Xiang and left the field with the silkworm feathers. 

 

After a few minutes. 

 

Liu Xiang appeared at the venue wearing a silkworm feather robe. 

 

She is in the limelight. 

 

She is so noble and elegant. 

 

I don't know how many women envy. 

 

Liu Xiang was too happy, too happy, she came to Ye Fan, and she embraced Ye Fan's arm without shy 

away, and stuck to Ye Fan. 

 

"Cousin, your silver hair is ready to go. Cousin, are you fashionable." 

 

"Grow naturally." 

 

Ye Fan said awkwardly. 



 

Liu Xiang played with Ye Fan's long silver hair, and said in surprise: "It doesn't seem to be dyed, cousin, 

have you mutated and become a monster." 

 

Liu Zhiming knocked Liu Xiang on the head, and said with a smile: "What is the girl talking nonsense." 

 

For people in the upper class, they are very knowledgeable, so Ye Fan's silver hair only makes people 

curious, not weird. 

 

"uncle." 

 

"Grandpa and grandma." 

 

Liu Jingguo and others smiled and blushed. 

 

"Good boy, good boy." 

 

Ye Fan was also full of emotion. 

 

Fighting and killing all the way, only in front of blood relatives, will there be a different warmth. 

 

Liu Zhiming patted Ye Fan on the shoulder and exclaimed, "Good health, just like your dad." 

 

Ye Fan's expression moved. 

 

Liu Jingguo glared. Liu Zhiming knew that he had said something wrong, so he shouldn't mention such a 

sad thing. 

 

"Xiao Fan, come here, today you have to accompany my uncle and I have a good drink, and you can rest 

when you get drunk." 



 

Liu Zhiming laughed and pulled Ye Fan to go to the wine table, but at this moment, there was an 

explosion in the venue. 

 

Bang! 

 

Bang! 

 

Bang! 

 

Three explosions came too suddenly, dozens of people were injured, and a few even died on the spot. 

 

Sudden changes made the audience chaotic. 

 

"Security Brigade, quickly control it!" 

 

"Don't panic everyone!" 

 

Liu Zhiming is worthy of being a powerful person, and he reacted quickly, gave orders, made 

arrangements and made arrangements. 

 

I saw that there was a table in the center of the explosion safe and sound. 

 

On that table, sat a man in black, wearing sunglasses and a mask. 

 

"Who!" 

 

Liu Zhiming shouted angrily. 

 



The response was a series of cold laughter. 

 

The man in black slowly got up, turned around and took off his sunglasses, staring at the Liu family, and 

sneered: "Originally, I just wanted to destroy the Liu family. I didn't expect Ye Fan to come as well. Very 

good, I'll find it for the province, just catch it all in one go." 

 

"You are?" 

 

Liu Zhiming felt that the voice was very familiar. Then, his pupils contracted and shouted, "You are 

Huang Biao!" 

 

"Hehe, you haven't forgotten it." 

 

The man in black took off his mask, revealing a young face, a young man in his thirties. 

 

Ye Fan asked in a low voice, "Who is this Huang Biao? Does he have hatred with me? Why don't I know 

him." 

 

Next to Hua Ruyi said: "You have destroyed his family, and you say whether you have any enemies." 

 

"He is the Huang family?" 

 

"Yes." Hua Ruyi nodded, "Huang Biao is the son of Huang Wudao, the head of the Huang family, and the 

young master of the Huang family." 

 

"I see." 

 

Ye Fan's face was cold, and he disgusted and even hated the Huang Family. 

 



Huang Yunyan is the best friend of his mother Liu Xinyan, but she chooses to betray and betrayed Yao Qi 

and forced her parents to death; Huang Wudao is Huang Yunyan's younger brother, and Huang Biao is 

Huang Yunyan's nephew. 

 

In September last year, Jiuqingcheng Mountain destroyed the Xiao family in Changning and the Huang 

family. Unexpectedly, there were still fish that slipped through the net. 

 

It just happened. 

 

Ye Fan stepped forward and said coldly: "Huang family, I saw one kill one. Huang Biao is right, very good. 

I killed your father. I will send you down to reunite with him today." 

 

"Ye Fan, asshole!" 

 

Huang Biao's eyes were cracking, and he roared. 

 

If it weren't for Ye Fan, how could his Huang family be shattered, he is still the young master of the 

Huang family, the first youngest in Lin'an. 

 

She can still enjoy the glory and wealth. 

 

But Ye Fan, let all of you turn into fly ash and vanish in smoke. 

 

"You destroyed my Huang family, and you have a deep hatred of blood. I want you to cramp and smash 

your bones and ashes." 

 

"just you?" 

 

Ye Fan was very disdainful. 

 



Huang Biao laughed furiously and shouted: "Ye Fan, I know you have a lot of people, but what about it. 

You never know that the martial arts power is terrible." 

 

"Budo power?" 

 

Ye Fan looked at Huang Biao carefully, and sneered, "I said, why do you have the courage to make 

trouble? It turns out that you are a warrior." 

 

"Um?" 

 

Huang Biao was startled, his eyes gloomy: "Do you also know martial artists?" 

 

"What a fool." 

 

Ye Fan shook his head. He was not interested in a stupid person like Huang Biao. 

 

"Where is the person behind you, call it out, you, a warrior who has just broken through your inner 

strength, don't jump in front of me." 

 

"court death!" 

 

Huang Biao was furious, kicked his feet and charged. 

 

At a distance of tens of feet, three breaths rushed. 

 

"Go to hell!" 

 

Huang Biao hit Ye Fan's heart with a punch. 

 

A hideous face appeared on his face. 



 

However, a sharp pain came down his arm, his tiger's mouth cracked and his finger bones were broken. 

 

Huang Biao is like hell, it is not a human body at all, it is an indestructible steel plate. 

 

He drew back and said angrily: "Ye Fan, bastard, you actually faxed steel underwear." 

 

Ye Fan: "..." 

 

Huang Biao sneered: "You think you are safe in steel underwear." 

 

"if not?" 

 

"Haha, do you know the grandmaster? Do you know the qi? My power can't penetrate the steel plate, 

but the martial arts master's qi can penetrate in an instant." 

 

Ye Fan smiled, raised his chin and said, "So, your master is a master." 

 

Puff through. 

 

Huang Biao turned around, knelt down on one knee to the outside, and shouted, "Master, please come 

and avenge the disciple." 

 

boom! 

 

In the distance, a cloud of gas rose into the sky. 

 

After a few breaths, an old man in Mai walked over with his hand. 

 



Huang Biao smiled arrogantly: "Ye Fan, do you feel it? This is the power of the master. Today next year 

will be your anniversary." 

 

at the same time. 

 

The old man in Mai stopped in his footsteps. 

 

What? 

 

Ye Fan? 

 

He had half-squinted his eyes, with a high posture, now his eyes are wide open, sweeping the audience. 

 

In the end, his gaze fell on the silver-haired man, and his heart contracted instantly, almost frightened. 

Chapter 598: Sure enough, my cousin is a monster! 

White clothes and silver hair! 

 

This is the most typical sign of Ye Ruan. 

 

The martial arts world is unique. 

 

The old man Ma Yi had his cold hair standing upright, his whole body stiff, and he couldn't move at all. 

 

He is just a master of Huajing No.1 Heavy. 

 

Ye Fan had even beheaded the three-tier grandmaster giant in the Northern Wilderness, and killing him 

was not a matter of slapped slaps. 

 

It's over! 



 

How did you get this iron plate? 

 

"Master." 

 

Huang Biao saw that the old man in Mai was lingering, he walked over and asked doubtfully: "Master, 

why is your face so ugly? Is your body uncomfortable?" 

 

"Master, why are you sweating coldly?" 

 

"Master, why are you shaking?" 

 

"Master, you..." 

 

"Fuck you code!" 

 

The old man in Mai was out of anger and slapped Huang Biao away; then he rushed to the front of the 

stage three steps and two steps. 

 

Under Huang Biao's shocked eyes, he knelt down with a thump. 

 

"The villain see Master Ye!" 

 

See you, the old man Mai. 

 

The worship of the whole person crawling on the ground. 

 

Like a courtier seeing the emperor. 

 



Huang Biao's eyes popped out, and he slapped himself fiercely, thinking that he was dreaming, but the 

facts were right in front of him. 

 

"Master, you, are you crazy. You are a grandmaster, why do you treat Ye Fan like this..." 

 

"NS!" 

 

The old man in Mai was scared to death. 

 

This wicked obstacle! 

 

With a sigh, the old man grabbed Huang Biao and smashed it on the ground, saying, "Master Ye, Huang 

Biao is not my disciple from now on, please do whatever you want." 

 

Huang Biao was stunned. 

 

Ignoring the pain in my whole body, he cried out incredible: "Master, why! Why on earth! I will give you 

all the treasures of my Huang Family. You have to get rid of my relationship now, no!" 

 

Snapped! 

 

The old man in Mai slapped Huang Biao on the ground again with a slap, and roared: "I don't want the 

treasure you gave. Anyway, you are no longer my disciple." 

 

"Master Ye, you can decide." 

 

With that, the old man Mai stepped aside. 

 

Ye Fanju looked at Huang Biao condescendingly and asked, "Is this your confidence?" 

 



Huang Biao's eyes are cracked. 

 

But gradually, he calmed down, and fear took over his body. 

 

Even the master of his own martial arts master is so afraid of Ye Fan, which shows how terrifying Ye 

Fan's background is. 

 

Huang Biao was not reconciled. 

 

He turned in all the secret treasures of the Huang family, a full meal of gold. 

 

At such a high price, I learned the martial arts skills. 

 

I thought I could take revenge on the hatred, and went on to traverse the world. 

 

Now it has fallen into such a field. 

 

"what!" 

 

Huang Biao screamed and jumped up and shouted: "Ye Fan, don't you just rely on a little background, 

there is a kind of singles with me?" 

 

The old man's mouth twitched. 

 

Looking at Huang Biao's eyes is like looking at a foolish idiot. 

 

Single against Ye Fan? 

 

In the world, only the three giants of the world dare to say so. 



 

You are an inner strength warrior, not even an ant, you dare to challenge Ye Fan, you are stupid. 

 

The old man Mai did not speak, and did not want to cause trouble. It's just a little bit distressed that the 

meal of gold, but in order to save your life, the gold is gone if it is gone. 

 

Ye Fan was stunned by Huang Biao's words. 

 

Upon seeing this, Huang Biao sneered: "Why, you are afraid? Ye Fan, if you are a man, you will stand up 

against me. Don't rely on your background to suppress others, that's what a man!" 

 

"Are you sure to challenge me?" 

 

"Come!" 

 

Huang Biao beckoned. 

 

Liu Xiang hugged Ye Fan and said anxiously: "Cousin don't go, he must play tricks." 

 

Huang Biao looked at Liu Xiang with greed in his eyes. 

 

Originally, he suppressed the Liu family and wanted to take Liu Xiang, but now Liu Xiang is wearing a 

silkworm feather garment, which is so beautiful that it makes his mind hot. 

 

As long as Ye Fan is killed, everything can be reversed, and I won. 

 

"Relax, cousin is not that weak." 

 

Ye Fan patted Liu Xiang's little hand, and then walked to the square. 

 



Without saying anything, Huang Biao violently angered and slammed in front of Ye Fan. 

 

Bang bang bang! 

 

He slammed his fists one after another, bombarding Ye Fan's body, but he bleeds his hand. 

 

"What kind of steel plate is this?" 

 

Huang Biao was surprised. 

 

Even with the steel plate, he can hit so many punches that he can dent it; besides, the force of the 

counter shock can also shatter Ye Fan's sternum and internal organs. 

 

But why did Ye Fan look indifferent, safe and sound. 

 

Huang Biao was furious. 

 

"die!" 

 

Suddenly, there was an extra qi bead in his hand and patted Ye Fan on his body. 

 

boom! 

 

The gas beads exploded. 

 

Huang Biao laughed wildly: "Ye Fan, this is the qi bead that I got by chance in an ancient ruin. The 

martial arts master hit with all his strength. I don't think you will die!" 

 

"cousin!" 



 

Liu Xiang's face changed drastically, and she ran over. 

 

Huang Biao licked his lips, grabbed Liu Xiang, and smiled grimly: "Little girl, I've long been interested in 

you, be my woman, I can save your life." 

 

However, Liu Xiang suddenly disappeared before his eyes. 

 

Um? 

 

Huang Biao turned his head and found that Liu Xiang was in Ye Fan's arms, and his jaw dropped in shock. 

 

"You are not dead." 

 

"A mere qi bead wants to kill me? It's naive." 

 

Ye Fan was very disdainful and sighed: "Well, I have been playing with you for so long, it's time to end." 

 

The reason why Ye Fan played for so long actually wanted to take this opportunity to deter the rich and 

powerful. 

 

He didn't want to see that when he was away, the Liu family would be hit. 

 

Frightened these people and made them know that they are strong, so they dare not think carefully 

about the Liu family. 

 

"puff." 

 

Ye Fan flicked his fingers, and a burst of qi burst out and fell on Huang Biao. 

 



Bang. 

 

At first, Huang Biao's arm bones exploded. 

 

Immediately afterwards. 

 

Bang bang bang... 

 

Like fried beans, Huang Biao's bones all over his body were broken with crackling noises. 

 

Puff, like a dead dog, limp on the ground, unable to move. 

 

"Gang Qi, you are, the martial arts master!" 

 

"impossible!" 

 

Huang Biao finally understood how stupid he was. 

 

"I told you long ago, don't jump in front of me, you don't listen." 

 

Ye Fan snorted coldly, looked at the old man in Mai, and said, "Take him away." 

 

"Yes Yes Yes." 

 

The old man in Mai was pardoned and caught Huang Biao like a dead dog. 

 

At this time, Ye Fan asked: "By the way, the Huang Family Treasure he just mentioned?" 

 

"Return to Lord Ye, it's a meal of gold." 



 

"Brought to Liu's house before dark." 

 

"Yes." 

 

The old man in Mai did not dare to have the slightest objection and waved Ye Fan before he dared to 

leave with Huang Biao. 

 

At this point, the dust settled. 

 

The venue was dead. 

 

Everyone looked at Ye Fan in horror, what happened in that scene just now? 

 

Snap your fingers, you can send out a breath! 

 

The breath fell on the human body, and the bones of the whole body were shattered! ! 

 

Oh My God! 

 

Ye Fan, he is a man or a ghost! 

 

Everyone was horrified, but Liu Xiang was extremely excited, her beautiful eyes staring at Ye Fan: 

 

Wow, cousin really mutated, he is a monster, hahaha! 

 

"Girl, what are you laughing at!" 

 

"Cousin, you are so amazing, I knew you were a monster." 



 

Ye Fan laughed. 

 

The children nowadays are so courageous, they are not terrified at all, but rather happy. 

 

It seems that I have watched too much anime. 

 

I've seen it all strangely, and seeing it is unusual, first of all it is excitement rather than fear. 

 

"Cousin, can you fly?" 

 

"fly?" 

 

"Yeah, can it?" 

 

Ye Fan took a step, and a long dragon appeared under his feet. He held Liu Xiang and stepped on the 

dragon to rise into the sky. 

 

"Wow!" 

 

Liu Xiang yelled excitedly, laughing like a copper bell; below, everyone looked up at the sky with 

wonderful expressions on their faces. 

 

There is shock, panic, excitement, envy, admiration... 

 

At this moment. 

 

Ye Fan is no different from the gods in everyone's hearts. 

 



A real dragon came out of the Liu family! 

 

The lords were amazed, no one dared to think carefully about the Liu family. Everyone even started to 

talk about cooperation with the Liu family. 

 

Liu Zhiming looked at the sky, Ye Fan and Liu Xiang gradually flew away, his expression in a trance. 

 

"Sister, this is what you said, martial arts powerhouse?" Liu Zhiming muttered to himself, "Xiaofan has 

become the martial arts powerhouse you said, and you and brother-in-law can feel at ease under 

Jiuquan!" 

Chapter 599: Don't underestimate the power of humans! 

"Wow!" 

 

In the sky, Ye Fan looked like Jack of "Titanic" holding Ruth on the bow, hugging Liu Xiang from behind; 

and Liu Xiang also opened his arms and was not afraid. 

 

"Cousin, fly higher and faster." 

 

"good!" 

 

Ye Fangang's energy increased, and the long dragon tossed, carrying the two of them to a higher altitude 

again, shuttled between the clouds. 

 

It stands to reason that Huajing Duo can't be transformed into a gas, and there is no way to travel from 

the sky. 

 

However, Ye Fan's "Dragon Fist" is very special, and the qi that he fights is long and condensed without 

dispersing, which is very long. 

 

This allowed Ye Fan to step on the short-lived Yukong of the long dragon of qi qi. 

 



Now Ye Fan's background is strong and majestic, enough to travel through the air for a quarter of an 

hour. 

 

Liu Xiang had a great time playing. 

 

Sometimes it's flapping against the clouds, sometimes it's going to catch flying birds... 

 

"Cousin, is this the so-called martial arts power?" 

 

"Yes." 

 

Ye Fan didn't mean to explain. 

 

He said: "In this world, in addition to the secular world, there is also the martial arts world. Humans can 

gain martial arts power through practice. They can open mountains and crack rocks, hurt people with a 

hundred steps, and step on the sea in the air, just like walking on the ground." 

 

Liu Xiangmei’s eyes were shining with strange brilliance, her curiosity increased, and she shouted: 

"Cousin, what else? Can you ride the clouds and mist like the journey to the west, with many changes?" 

 

"That won't work." 

 

Ye Fan smiled and said, "Although it is different from ordinary people to gain martial arts power, it is 

human after all; the ones in Journey to the West are gods, they don't, don't exist..." 

 

Ye Fan said the last few words without confidence. 

 

Really doesn't exist? 

 

maybe. 



 

But if you think about it, participants in the "God Creation Project" organized by the Eagle Country's 

supernatural powers, such as Earl Dante, can summon Thunder, in a sense, in the myth of Daxia, they 

are little gods. 

 

Or the three-tier warrior of the Transformation Realm, who can walk in the air at will, it is also 

considered as a means of flying through the clouds and fog. 

 

"Cousin, you are a lie, there must be gods, and you will become gods in the future, right?" 

 

"If there is really this way to go, I am willing to give it a try." 

 

Ye Fan said very firmly. 

 

Daxia's many top powerhouses, such as the Four Sages, are all exploring and blazing a trail. 

 

This is not only for improving one's own strength, but also for righteousness. 

 

Dig the way for future generations and open peace for all generations! 

 

As long as there is hope, Ye Fan doesn't mind embarking on a journey of exploration. He is also very 

yearning for more advanced martial arts. 

 

Liu Xiang seemed to feel Ye Fan's ambitious ambitions, pinching the powder fist, and vowing to say: 

"Cousin, you will be able to succeed. When you become a fairy, if you ask me, I will be a fairy." 

 

Ye Fan laughed loudly. 

 

"Well, in order to make my dear sister a fairy, cousin, I must work hard." 

 



"Cousin, in this world, is Daxia the only strong man with inhuman power? What about the West?" 

 

"They have abilities." 

 

"Abilities?" Liu Xiang's eyes were shining brightly, and said excitedly: "Are they the ones in sci-fi movies? 

No, I don't know the Avengers and other sci-fi movies. They are all performed by real people, not special 

effects." 

 

Ye Fan was amused by Liu Xiang's cute thoughts, and explained: "It's not that exaggerated, but there are 

also powerful abilities, and there are people who can summon Thunder and Lightning." 

 

"Wow, that's amazing." 

 

Liu Xiang's worldview was impacted, which made Ye Fan a little worried, would it have an indelible 

impact on Liu Xiang? 

 

Ordinary people, when accepting things that are seriously beyond the scope of cognition, the three 

views will collapse, which is not good for physical and mental health. 

 

Ye Fan lowered his flight speed, grabbed a thick cloud, wrapped it in the air, and then took Liu Xiang to 

sit on it. 

 

Looking down on the vast land, this feeling is indeed wonderful, just like controlling everything. 

 

Liu Xiang lay on the clouds, looking at the city below, with a string of laughter. 

 

"The earth has existed for countless years and has infinite mysteries; it cannot be underestimated that 

mankind can become the only intelligent creature on the earth." 

 

"Human beings have infinite potential and potential. With enough time, enough environment, and 

enough energy, I really don't know how far humans will develop, or even evolve again to become 

superhuman beings." 



 

"In the long years since the birth of mankind, there must be some unknown secrets. For example, our 

Daxia martial arts, this is a Tao that has been passed down for thousands of years." 

 

"Our Daxia has a long history and can stand upright, which is enough to indicate the extraordinary, 

martial arts is an example." 

 

Liu Xiang held his cheeks and asked, "Since it has been passed down for thousands of years, why hasn't 

it been popularized for cultivation?" 

 

Ye Fandao: "In the pre-Qin period, martial arts were brilliant and terrifying and powerful; current 

research has found that during the period of the first emperor, a major purge was carried out, which 

caused the martial arts to wither and the vitality. There are many training methods, martial arts and 

ancient books. It's all lost." 

 

"If it hasn't withered, then our Daxia would have popularized cultivation long ago and created the 

earth's cultivation civilization. Perhaps the entire earth was unified by our Daxia thousands of years 

ago." 

 

Liu Xiang sat up, because she heard passionately. 

 

Ye Fan continued: "Now, what can fight Daxia martial arts is the supernatural organization of the Eagle 

Nation. They want to create a civilization of gods, through genetic modification, to give birth to 

superhumans." 

 

"Genetic modification!" Liu Xiang exclaimed. 

 

"Look at the cousin's hair, it's actually because of the insidious calculation of the supernatural person, 

there was a problem with the gene chain, and the hair has changed color; but now, it has been cured." 

 

"That's good." Liu Xiang patted his chest, and then asked: "Cousin, is the civilization of gods not good? 

They are all god-like figures. Thinking about it, I feel amazing." 

 



Ye Fan shook his head and said: "The civilization of the gods seems brilliant, but the way to achieve the 

so-called gods is not desirable. The method of injecting genetic reagents to obtain superpowers will be 

monopolized by the top chaebols." 

 

"Ordinary people want to get genetic reagents, it is as difficult as reaching the sky; when that time 

comes, there will definitely be a few powerful'false gods' that control everything and enslave all living 

beings. It will be a human disaster." 

 

"We Daxia promotes a civilization of cultivation, relying entirely on ourselves, gaining strength through 

self-cultivation, step by step, so that we can maintain the stability of the country and the world to the 

greatest extent, and will not bring disasters to mankind." 

 

"Daxia and Eagle Country are going in different directions. They naturally become rivals. Both sides are 

competing against each other." 

 

"The world will change in the near future." 

 

Ye Fan sighed, he actually considered a lot. 

 

Daxia and Eagle Country will definitely collide. 

 

When the martial arts power and superpowers expand, there will be a big battle. 

 

Perhaps, that battle was just a battle between warriors and supernatural beings, but it determined the 

direction of human development in the future. 

 

Wanting to gain a foothold in the troubled times, protect himself, protect his relatives and friends, Ye 

Fan thinks that his current strength is not enough, and the Temple of Heavenly Sovereign cannot stand 

still, and he needs to improve his strength. 

 

The reason why Ye Fan said this to Liu Xiang also had some considerations. 

 



He had an idea to let his relatives and friends embark on the path of cultivation. 

 

Being strong is king. 

 

After all, Ye Fan can't be guarding his relatives and friends every minute and every second. Just like the 

sisters, he can't bring seven sisters everywhere. 

 

In fact, it’s not difficult for sisters to practice. 

 

I once went to Shiwan Dashan with a family of traditional Chinese medicine practitioners and eight 

Chinese medicine practitioners to start inheritance Dongfu. 

 

He got a perfect pill for pill cultivation and saved Meng Qingyin, making Meng Qingyin a grand master. 

There were also a few fine pill pill for pill cultivation, Ye Fan quietly took it to his sisters. 

 

The bodies of the sisters are not reborn, but they are stronger than ordinary people, and they must be 

very smooth in their cultivation. 

 

"Cousin, what are you thinking?" Liu Xiang tilted his head and smiled: "Cousin, thank you for telling me 

this. I am really eye-opening." 

 

"You will know these secrets in the future. Tell you in advance now so that you have some psychological 

preparation." 

 

"Cousin, can I practice? Can you teach me to practice?" 

 

Liu Xiang suddenly looked at Ye Fan expectantly. 

 

"I want to practice, to become stronger, and to protect my relatives and friends. Cousin, you also said 

that troubled times are coming, and you can't always stay under your wings. Being strong is the kingly 

way." 

 



"Can." 

 

Ye Fan nodded heavily. 

 

Liu Xiang was startled, thinking that Ye Fan would refuse, but he did not expect to agree directly. 

 

"Don't be happy too early. Cultivation is very difficult. It needs time to polish. You are now an adult, but 

in fact, it is too late to cultivate." 

 

"what?" 

 

Liu Xiang's face dimmed again. 

 

Ye Fan knocked her head and smiled: "Don't worry, there is a shortcut to everything, but it is 

accompanied by huge risks. Waiting for your cousin to find the peerless medicine and reinvent you, then 

your cultivation will go a long way." 

 

"Cousin, I am waiting for your good news!" 

 

"What I said, don't disclose it to outsiders for the time being, you can just know it yourself. Otherwise, it 

will cause some panic." 

 

"I see!" 

Chapter 600: International secret agencies appear! Fang Rui is dead! 

When the realm breaks through to the third level of the transformation, Ye Fan will definitely go to 

Wanzang Mountain, while competing with the Headless Horseman, while digging for the treasure. 

 

The treasure medicine is a cheat device, speeding up the cultivation speed, but it is really rare. 

 

The evildoers on the Northern Wilderness side have entered Wanzang Mountain to explore countless, 

but there are only a handful of them who have successfully obtained peerless treasures. 



 

In the last ten years, only Bu Qianfan and Ye Fan have obtained it. 

 

Before Bu Qianfan, it was Qu Taixu, the master of the Qu family, the father of Qu Xiantian, and the first 

person in the Northern Wilderness of the previous generation. 

 

Introducing the sisters into the cultivation path is also a difficult problem. He rashly said to them that it 

was not good. In fact, Ye Fan felt that this matter could be handed over to Tang Ying. 

 

They talked more easily between their sisters. 

 

Ye Fan returned to Liu's house with Liu Xiang, and the banquet continued. 

 

But Ye Fan did not show up. 

 

He couldn't stay in Lin'an for too long, so he decided to leave tomorrow, so he took time to show his 

grandpa and grandma and others to see his body. 

 

Into the night. 

 

After Ye Fan had read it all to the Liu family, everyone felt the change in their physical conditions and 

was grateful and admired for Ye Fan. 

 

This kind of medical skills is really incredible. 

 

In the study. 

 

A small family gathered together. 

 



Liu Zhiming said: "Xiao Fan, we won't ask too much about you; we know that you are a martial artist, 

because your parents once mentioned these things." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Ye Fan's eyelids twitched. 

 

Liu Zhiming recalled: "It was indeed mentioned to me. I remember it clearly; I still remember that my 

brother-in-law said that the Hongmeng chip involves a big secret and is of great help to the study of 

human genes." 

 

"what!" 

 

Ye Fan opened his eyes wide, unbelievable. 

 

Several people Liu Zhiming said in surprise: "What's the matter?" 

 

"No, nothing." 

 

Ye Fan shook his head, but his heart couldn't be calm. 

 

If the Hongmeng chip is related to the research of genetic engineering, then this connection can be big. 

 

Is the purpose of the Xiao royal family seeking to obtain the Hongmeng chip for genetic engineering? 

Will it collude with the supernatural organization? 

 

In the Northern Wilderness, Gulot once said that the genetic engineering research of the supernatural 

organization has only advanced by leaps and bounds in the past two decades. 

 

Twenty years. 



 

Pushing forward, it happened to be the year when the Changning Ye family suffered! 

 

"It won't be so coincidental." 

 

Ye Fan's face was full of frost, if the Xiao royal family really colluded with the supernatural organization, 

it would be treason, and be punishable by the nine races! 

 

"Uncle, is there anything else you want to tell me?" Ye Fan asked with piercing eyes. 

 

"Actually, I don't know much about my sister and brother-in-law. In the early years, my sister went to 

study abroad alone, and later met and married her brother-in-law, and conducted secret research 

projects. Sometimes I didn't see each other once a year." 

 

"The Changning Ye family was in trouble in those days. Later, my sister and brother-in-law jumped off 

the building and died. They came too suddenly, and suddenly we didn't believe it was true." 

 

"Sister and brother-in-law didn’t leave anything. No, I left you. I knew that you were in the Sunshine 

Welfare Institute, but the Liu family was stared at by Yao Qi and Huang’s family. For your safety, I will 

treat you as you. It doesn’t exist, I’ve never visited you, or even donated anything to the orphanage. No 

way, I’m worried that the Huang family will find clues through me, find you, and kill you in the cradle." 

 

Liu Zhiming sighed: "Twenty years, the years have changed. Now you have grown up like this, and you 

have become an indomitable and indomitable person. Well, my sister and brother-in-law will be very 

pleased under Jiuquan." 

 

"No! Uncle, I'm not as smart as Mom and Dad. Twenty years ago, it was so enchanting to be able to 

develop a chip beyond the age in that environment!" 

 

As Ye Fan spoke, his expression was full of admiration and admiration. 

 

Although he had never seen his father Ye Jianghe and mother Liu Xinyan, Ye Fan admired them in his 

heart. 



 

He is very proud. 

 

I am proud of having such outstanding parents. The reason I have them is that I have myself. 

 

Ye Fan and Liu Zhiming talked a lot, but there was no substantive news. Instead, they learned a lot about 

their parents' lives. 

 

In the end, Liu Jingguo said nonchalantly: "Xiao Fan, you are no longer young. The ancients said that you 

have established a family, and now that you have established a business, you should have a family." 

 

Liu Zhiming also smiled and said: "Yes, yes, it should be married. Give your grandpa and grandma a big 

fat grandson, save them doing nothing all day, and worry about me, asking me to have a second child 

and a third child." 

 

puff. 

 

Liu Xiang covered her mouth and laughed. 

 

Indeed, Liu Jingguo kept talking, let Liu Zhiming and Hua Ruyi be together, giving birth to a few more. 

 

Now, I came to urge Ye Fan again. 

 

"Grandpa and grandma, I'm still young and in my early twenties, so I don't have to worry about getting 

married." 

 

"How can you not worry, your parents got married at the age of 20. You are almost 22 now, and you 

have reached the legal age for marriage." 

 

"Well, there is no suitable candidate." Ye Fan shook off a sentence, found an excuse, and left dingy. 

 



the next day. 

 

After having breakfast with everyone, Ye Fan left Lin'an and returned to Changning with Liu Xiang. 

 

Liu Xiang is going to follow Ye Fan to Nanling, the provincial capital. 

 

Changning is already in place. 

 

At ten o'clock in the morning, Ye Fan and his party set off in a private jet and flew to Nanling. 

 

And this time. 

 

Nanling University. 

 

A pair of men and women in strange costumes appeared and came to the Institute of Biology. 

 

At that time, Fang Rui was conducting research in the research room. 

 

Cang Dang. 

 

This group of people broke in. 

 

Fang Rui was startled and frowned: "Who are you! This is my four-person research room, who allowed 

you to break in without saying hello." 

 

"Fang Rui, deputy dean of the Institute of Biology, Nanling University, has published 23 academic papers 

so far, 8 of which have been listed in "World Biological Impurities", and 10 have been selected by top 

national academic institutions and won the award for excellence..." 

 

The woman in black took out a document and chanted it word by word. 



 

After reading, she stared at Fang Rui and said, "Is there a mistake in what I said?" 

 

"Yes." 

 

Fang Rui looked at these people warily, and said solemnly, "Who are you guys and what are you doing? 

I'm going to call the police without explanation." 

 

The middle-aged man next to the woman said: "Miss Fang, you have been selected to enter the National 

Biological Secret Research Base, please follow us immediately." 

 

"What! National Biological Secret Research Base?" Fang Rui looked blank. 

 

The woman in black showed her ID. 

 

Fang Rui saw that it said "Receiver of State Secret Agency". This is the first time I have seen this position, 

but it is not important. The key is the small print at the back. 

 

——From the ministerial level treatment. 

 

This is incredible. 

 

The woman in front of me is equivalent to a high-ranking official who is at the ministerial level but has 

no real power. Although she has no real power, her name is too scary. 

 

So young, but with such a high salary. 

 

Fang Rui was frightened. 

 



The middle-aged man smiled and said, "Miss Fang, don't be afraid. We are members of the State Secret 

Agency. We specialize in bringing in extremely outstanding people across the country into secret 

research bases." 

 

"You have been selected. This is a happy event." 

 

"But because it's a secret organization, it can't prepare you. You need to follow us and leave 

immediately." 

 

"Miss Fang, please trust us!" 

 

The couple bowed. 

 

Fang Rui believes. 

 

Although she didn't know why she had this emotion, she strengthened her instincts. 

 

"Do I need to bring anything?" 

 

"Just bring the research materials you need. You don't need anything else, there are everything in the 

base." 

 

"good." 

 

Fang Rui immediately gathered all the data in the computer and saved it to the USB flash drive. 

 

At this time, the middle-aged man squeezed the computer into an explosion. 

 

The woman in black took Fang Rui and left the research room. 

 



"this……" 

 

"Miss Fang, your research room must be destroyed to prevent some unpredictable people from getting 

some of your research secrets through clues." 

 

"Besides, you will disappear from this world in name." 

 

Fang Rui frowned and said, "What does this mean?" 

 

The woman laughed without saying a word. 

 

Soon after they left, security came, and soon the fire brigade and police cars came. 

 

After an hour of fighting, the fire was finally extinguished, and the institute was in a mess. 

 

"Here, a charred female corpse was found." 

 

"Confirm your identity." 

 

The police officer asked the school leader, and finally learned that it was the deputy dean Fang Rui. 

 

Everyone regretted. 

 

The young and talented deputy dean was burned to death because of improper operation of the 

experiment causing a fire. 

 

The news spread immediately in Nanling. 

 



At the same time, the police department cremated the corpse and temporarily handed the ashes to the 

school; at this time, the profile of Fang Rui called by the public security system was gray, indicating that 

he was dead. 

 

... 


